Academic Release Review for Spring MT 20234
Timeline

Spring Mid-Term Collection (20234)

- Key Dates
  - January 27, 2023 – Open for Preliminary Headcount
  - February 7, 2023 – Collection closes for persistence of PH data
  - February 10, 2023 – Collection Re-opens
  - February 22, 2023 – Census Date
  - March 3, 2023 – Certification and Due Date
Items Included in Release

• Academic Release 1.14 (Updated)
  o Campus ETL
• Data Collections ETL 1.3
  o Data Collection Extraction process (ZADMETL)
Items Included in Release

• Campus ETL modification
  – Session Instruction Type Code (SES006)

• Column Resize
  – SECTION_INSTRUCTION_TYPE
  – SESESSION_INSTRUCTION_TYPE_CODE

• Data Element Dictionary (DED) Updates
  – Section Instruction Type Code (SEC008)
  – Session Instruction Type Code (SES006)
Session Instruction Type

• Campus ETL Modification
  Data Source for Session Instruction Type Code
  – Table: STVSCHD
  – Column: STVSCHD_INSM_CODE

(STVSCHD_INSM_CODE replaced the deprecated column STVSCHD_INSTRUCT_METHOD in a prior Banner baseline release)
Column format changed to VARCHAR2 (5 CHAR)

- Section Instruction Type Code (SEC008)
  - SECTION_INSTRUCTION_TYPE
    - ODS_ADMCRS_SECTION_MIMIC
    - PDC_ADMCRS_SECTION_MIMIC

- Session Instruction Type Code (SES006)
  - SESSION_INSTRUCTION_TYPE_CODE
    - ODS_ADMCRS_CLS_SESSION_MIMIC
    - PDC_ADMCRS_CLS_SESSION_MIMIC
Data Element Dictionary (DED)

DED Updates to correct and clarify the Data Source

- **Section Instruction Type Code (SEC008)**
  - Table: STVSCHD
  - Column: STVSCHD_INSM_CODE
  - GUI Name: STVSCHD / SSASECT
  - GUI Label: STVSCHD Instructional Method where STVSCHD Code = SSASECT Schedule Type
  - SOAXREF Translation Code: RGTSCHD
DED Updates to correct and clarify the Data Source

• Session Instruction Type Code (SES006)
  – Table: STVSCHD
  – Column: STVSCHD_INSM_CODE
  – GUI Name: STVSCHD / SSASECT
  – GUI Label: STVSCHD Instructional Method where STVSCHD Code = Schedule Type on SSASECT > Meeting Times and Instructor > Times and Instructors > Meeting Location and Credits
  – SOAXREF Translation Code: RGTSCHD
Data Collections Site
https://www.usg.edu/georgia_best/application_development_and_support/data_collections

During Beta Testing
• DW_TEST@usg.edu

During the Collection
• Helpdesk@usg.edu